
ESSAY WRITING-IMPORTANCE OF NEWSPAPER

These English Essay on Newspaper will let you admire the usefulness of newspapers and their significance in keeping
people informed, safe and united.

No other source of mass communication has been able to replace or overtake the qualities of newspapers. So
the four major functions of newspapers are as followed: To Inform: Newspapers provide facts and information
to make citizens aware about the things happening around them and stay up to date. Newspaper publishes the
news on economical matters. So, the new writers are encouraged by this. Its main objective is to keep the
readers informed about the latest developments that are taking place in the world. Essay on Newspaper and its
Uses â€” Essay 2 words Introduction A newspaper is a form of printed media. Media houses in modern times
have different corporate and political affiliations, therefore only a few newspapers provide nuanced
observation of the events. Distortion of the news of against the true spirit of journalism. The newspaper should
avoid havocs propaganda as also to avoid news or such which may cause acrimony or conflict among still
correctness of the news demands it, interests of the society such exciting news need to be toned down. There
are various people involved in the newspaper publishing, reporting, advertisement, marketing, designing and
management. Impartial news: News should be impartial to create far-reaching effects on the psyche of the
individuals. It educates the people in good citizenship. You can say that today, students can learn on the
internet. Even in the time of British rule newspapers were an important source of reaching the common
people. To entertain: There are some specific sections in the newspaper which are designed to amuse or give
enjoyment to readers. They are newspaper learners from childhood. There is a separate column for health.
Something for everybody: The newspapers contain a rich source of information right from politics to
economics. Every single bit of information that we get from the newspapers is of great importance. Why
newspaper are important Newspapers are essential part of the modern civilization, even without the
newspaper, the morning tea also not liked. The government of a country is in no way blind to what is being
published in the newspapers. Newspapers are the cheapest source of information in all fields like politics,
religion, finance, sports, education, life, entertainment, etc. The chief function of a newspaper is to provide
news from all over the world. It is a source of income and job for many people. There are various sections in
the newspaper to hook the reader up such as crosswords, puzzles, sudoku, riddles and fun-facts. Similarly, are
interested the businessmen and agents and picture goers in the respective columns of their choice. What are
new policies? Social malpractices can be eliminated by highlighting the associated news in the newspapers.
Newspaper has proved as an important tool for public awareness. Newspaper also provides us news of games
and sports. It publishes important news and views of home and abroad. The Imagining such a situation is also
very difficult. Electronic media such as television and the internet have still not dimmed the charm of reading
the newspaper. Newspaper and Its Significance Newspapers have played a significant role in moulding the
thought process of the readers. It can help us improve our vocabulary when referred to on daily basis.


